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This initiative is designed to contribute to the preservation and continuation of the

island's unique cultural heritage while reinforcing its dedication to sustainable

tourism.Commencing on February 14, 2024, international visitors to Bali will be subject to a

one-time fee of IDR150,000 (USD 10). Travelers are encouraged to conveniently settle

this payment via the Love Bali website or App prior to their arrival. Upon payment, a tourism

levy voucher will be sent via email, and tourists should store it on their smartphones for

scanning at checkpoints in Bali Airport and sea ports.Certain visa categories are exempt from

this fee, including diplomatic and official visa holders, conveyance crew, KITAS and KITAP

holders, family unification visas, golden and student visa holders, as well as specific non-

tourist visa holders.To qualify for exemption, applications must be submitted one month before

the planned arrival in Bali, ensuring a seamless experience for those meeting the specified

criteria.Bali Hotels Association is a professional group of star ratedhotels and resorts in Bali.

Members include General Managers from164 hotels and resorts in Bali that represent more

than 25,989 hotel roomsand almost 31,260 employees in tourism sector.One of the objectives

of BHA is to support and facilitate thedevelopment of communities, education and

environment in Bali.BHA has initiated many projects involving the association membersas

well as the people in the industry. Only by supporting eachother this long term projects can

be achieved and benefits everyone in the island. Bali, a truly amazing holiday destination. Bali,

the heaven on earth Truly an inspiring destination Canggu Denpasar Legian Lovina Nusa Dua Nusa

Lembongan Ubud 31,260 Our Employees BHA collaboratively works with other social

institutions and initiates programs on an ad hoc basis to address short- and long-term
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concerns in Bali.Interested in working in Bali's Hospitality industry? Any positions available

will be listed by our member hotels and resortsRegional Digital Marketing Executive (Bali &

Hong Kong)Explore what it means to become a member and enjoy the advantages
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